…LESSON 1 – THE CONTEXT OF MATTHEW 24
……judgment upon that generation / lamenting the city / destruction of
temple…
…LESSON 2 – PRE-MATURE SIGNS OF DESTRUCTION
……wars, famine, earthquakes, false Christs…
…LESSON 3 – WARNINGS TO THE CHRISTIANS.
……hated, betrayed, delivered up & put to death…
……watch for the abomination of desolation…
…LESSON 4, FLEEING A CONDEMNED CITY…
……not in winter, not on Sabbath…
……not pregnant or nursing children…
……the time shortened, different events which made it quick…
…LESSON 5, THE COMING OF THE SON OF MAN…
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…the Roman siege came with great power, speed & visibility…
…the city was surrounded, Roman soldiers visible in both east & west…
…the most powerful nation in the world at the time swooped upon
Jerusalem, leaving a path of destruction in it’s wake…
…[Josephus], he goes on to say that the length of the wall was 40
furlongs (5 miles); it had 13 garrisons posted at various locations; and it
only took 3 days to put it up.
…QUOTE continues, “…the whole was completed in three days, so that
what would naturally have required some months was done in so short
an interval as is incredible.”
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…read 24:28

…carcass? A dead body… what is the dead body? In context, it would
be Jerusalem.
…eagles gathering to the dead body – something gathering to
Jerusalem. Romans…

…[Josephus], the “golden eagle,” the standard of the Roman army!!
……[it had been set up] by Herod at the temple…
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…the eagle was the first thing you would see as the Roman army
came into your country…
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…every Roman legion had the symbol of the eagle going before it…
……the strongest of all the birds – conqueror…

…Israel was a dead nation (spiritually). They’d rejected the chief
cornerstone (Ps 118:22), and thus rejected their God.

…the practice of Judaism continued, but God had departed the
temple (Mk 15:38; Heb 9:11). Jerusalem, the center of their religion
was a dead carcass, ready to be torn apart by the eagles (Roman
army)…
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…read 24:29

…Jesus employs figurative language depicting a judgment &
destruction…

…[Isa 13:9-10], the fall of Babylon to the Medes & Persians, 540 BC…
…[Eze 32:7-8], the fall of Egypt to the Persians, 527 BC…
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…Isa 34:4-5, the heavens rolled up – shaken…
…destruction of Edom by Nebuchadnezzar
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…Joel 2, the destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans foretold…
…how do we know that?

…Peter quotes Joel 2 in Acts 2, indicating that was the general time
of its fulfillment…
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…based upon this verse, some insist Matthew 24 (entirely) must be
about the second coming of Christ. The Son of Man coming is mentioned
in both v 27 & 30…
…remember, we’ve established the context (back to ch. 23; disciples
question; detailed account of fulfillment by 1st century historians)…
…the language used here is consistent with that used in the OT about
God’s judgment on nations…
…[Isa 19:1], the conquering of Egypt by Sargon, the Assyrian, 720 BC
……the Lord did not physically or literally come upon Egypt. He did so
through the Assyrians. Likewise, in 70 AD, the Lord came on the clouds
of heaven with power and glory through the Roman army…
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…the Lord did not allow His people to be destroyed with the
wicked…

…as He sent angels to lead Lot & his daughters away from Sodom, so
the Lord delivered His people from Jerusalem…
…angels? (Gr. aggellos), messengers; not necessarily heavenly
beings, but any who bear a message…
…signs, wonders, warnings…

…though 29-31 may seem to fit the second coming of Christ, the
context (v 34) reveals that it would take place in that generation…
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…read 24:32-33
…Jesus gives a parable to demonstrate that they could know the time of
Jerusalem’s destruction; you can read the seasons by what is going on
with the plants…
…His disciples could also know the destruction was at hand, if they saw
the signs…
…look at Luke’s parallel (Lk 21:28-31)
……redemption – not eternal redemption, but from Jewish oppression…
……kingdom near – already present (Mt 16:16-18; Ac 2), but the removal
of the temple & destruction of Jerusalem would make the distinction
complete.
……many considered Christianity to be nothing more than an erroneous
sect of the Jews (Ac 24:5, 14; 28:22)
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…have set the context from ch. 23

…have considered disciples questions & their knowledge at the
time…
…Mt 24:34 ought to be conclusive!!

…yet, some argue that Jesus did not mean His generation – he
means OUR generation!!

……why? Because we see the signs being fulfilled!! Really? We’ve
spent weeks looking at the fulfillment of ALL these signs in Jesus’
generation…
…the word [GENEA] is used 27x by Jesus, 37x total in the NT…

…[this generation] appears 17 times; and is never used to speak of a
future generation; that would be “that generation” or “a future
generation,” not “this generation.”
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…40 years after these words, the city of Jerusalem was sieged by the
Romans & destroyed. It happened, just as Jesus said it would in the
timeframe He said it would…
…v 35 gives surety of these things.

……God’s word is more sure than the creation itself. Whatever he has
said, it will be done…
……this generation will eventually pass away
……the heaven & earth will pass away

……My word will by no means pass away (1 Pe 1:20-25)
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…next week we continue, looking at Matthew 24:28-31, or further…
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…next week we continue, looking at Matthew 24:11-15…
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